across the sands of egypt nayland smith pursues fah lo suee the deadly daughter of fu manchu possessed of all her father's subversive secrets and driven by his unquenchable thirst for power she has pillaged the tomb of the black ape for the key to its ancient mysteries and therefore leadership over all the evil cults of the east, fu manchu series by sax rohmer goodreads - the fu manchu stories written by sax rohmer 1883-1959 consisted of 13 novels originally published between 1912 and 1959 and one novel published after his death, the insidious dr fu manchu dover mystery classics - the insidious dr fu manchu republished by dover publications is an american edition of the first book of sax rohmer a pseudonym for the author arthur sarsfield ward 1883-1959 published in america as the insidious dr fu manchu 1913 and in england as the mystery of dr fu manchu, manchu qing dynasty political social cultural - continuing from qing dynasty part i the manchus were both a blessing and a disaster for china the blessing would be its early territorial expansion which somehow prepared china proper for buffering the czarist eastward expansion that would inevitably come in the last couple hundreds of years, secret societies cinarc org - in 2009 the editors first visited clinton in british columbia located on the cariboo trail that in the 1860s-1890s led from the southern fraser river to the rich gold fields around barkerville and quesnel forks